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A set of four high-definition wallpapers, in
four unique colors, inspired by the horror

world of Dying Light. Dying Light
Wallpapers offer high-quality images

designed to show off your gaming PC to its
best ability. Install them, enjoy your
games, but… oh, you must read the

instructions! Dying Light Wallpapers follow
the DRM requirements of Dying Light

game. This doesn't mean these wallpapers
are not compatible with other games. If

your PC does not have the minimum
requirements of Dying Light, you cannot
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install these wallpapers. This word
"wallpaper" is like a synonym for

"screenshots." Most of time, you cannot
distinguish whether the wallpaper is for the

game or for your wallpaper. But for this
game, you need to be a bit more careful

with your wallpaper. There are two kinds of
wallpaper, those for the game (game

wallpapers) and those for desktop (desktop
wallpapers). Usually, you can control when

to replace a game wallpaper with a
desktop wallpaper. So, we'll leave it up to

your discretion. Also, this word "wallpaper"
is supposed to mean wallpaper you see by
hitting F12. But for this case, since we're
using an in-game wallpaper feature, we'll
call it "in-game wallpaper" below. Easy

Settings: Once you've installed this
wallpaper pack, you'll have the option to
change your game wallpaper with an in-
game wallpaper. This is easier to control
than with desktop wallpaper. We'll make
the whole process easier by showing you
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how to get to the Game Settings (in the
'System' menu). Like most of the

wallpapers from KGames, this wallpaper
will show your PC as if it were in the Dying
Light game: with rain, fog, and an orange
sky at sunset. Alternatively, you can set

your system to show your PC only through
wallpaper. If you're not an expert in

Windows, it's probably better to leave it to
the experts. Rain in Weather Settings

Similar to the previous game, this
wallpaper will also show your PC as if it

were in Dying Light. You'll see your
character and the occasional objects, like
on the screenshot in the end. Sunset in

Weather Settings Here, you'll see your PC
in the same weather settings, but you'll see
objects and objects drifting in the sky. This

is a good
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